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In this work we present a statistical study of resonantly excited luminescence of coupled CdTe/ZnTe
quantum dots studied by photoluminescence excitation measurements. We investigate the probability of resonance
occurrence as a function of resonant energy. We come to the conclusion that the distribution of the inter-dot
resonances is uniform, which suggests that the inter-dot excitation transfer is not limited by mean density of
states in the emitting quantum dots.
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1. Introduction

The physics of CdTe/ZnTe quantum dots (QDs) be-
longs to the popular field of research in semiconductor
nanostructures. The quantum confinement of the car-
riers in a zero-dimensional system leads to the discrete
density of states, which implies the existence of single
photoluminescence (PL) lines in isolated QD spectrum.
Those lines correspond to the radiative recombination of
various charge complexes (e.g., excitons, trions) [1]. The
carriers which form those complexes might be photocre-
ated in the surrounding barriers by non-resonant optical
excitation. They might be also created directly in a QD
by absorption of the photons of energy corresponding to
the excited state of the QD. In such a case the signal in
photoluminescence excitation (PLE) measurements ex-
hibits resonant behavior (strong increase for particular
excitation energies). It has been shown that similar res-
onances occur also in the case of resonant excitation of
spontaneously coupled QD pairs [2–4]. In such a scenario,
the carriers are resonantly created in the absorbing QD.
Then, they are transferred to the second QD, in which
they recombine producing a photon (typical PLE spectra
are shown in Fig. 1). The detailed mechanism of such a
transfer still remains unclear, however, some possible ex-
planations were proposed [4, 5]. In this paper we present
a statistical study of occurrences of resonances in PLE
spectra for CdTe/ZnTe QDs.

2. Samples and experimental setup

The PLE measurements were performed on samples
containing self-organized CdTe/ZnTe QDs grown by the
Stranski–Krastanov method. The QD formation was in-
duced by tellurium desorption [6, 7]. The density of

QDs estimated by atomic force microscopy was 109–
1010 cm−2. In PLE measurements the samples were at-
tached to a specially designed microscope objective and
placed inside a cryostat. They were cooled down to 1.7 K
with pumped helium. We used a tunable dye laser for ex-
citation in the energy range 2020–2200 meV. The short-
-pass and long-pass filters were used to reject stray light.
The microluminescence from the QDs was spectrally re-
solved by a spectrograph and measured with a CCD cam-
era. For each PLE measurement we selected QDs from
the low energy tail of the broad PL emission band. We
selected spectrally isolated dots with typical X, X+, X−,
XX pattern as shown in Fig. 1. For each dot we per-
formed PLE measurement in the range given by the dye
laser.

3. Statistical treatment of the resonances
occurrence

We have performed a detailed statistical analysis of
over 700 occurrences of resonances (example in Fig. 1).
We parameterized the position of the resonance with two
values: the exciton energy in the QD exhibiting resonant
luminescence and the exciton energy in the absorbing QD
(i.e., the excitation energy for which the resonance was
observed). The plot of correlation of these energies is
presented in Fig. 2. We found no characteristic features
in the distribution of resonances. Only small change in
the density may be noticed. The highest density of the
resonances was found in the area around the emission
energy of 1940 meV, gradually decreasing in a range of
about 100 meV.

The marginal distributions of the absorption and emis-
sion energies are presented in Fig. 3. The bars of the
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Fig. 1. An example of a resonant photoluminescence
spectra of single quantum dot (left) and PLE monitored
for the energy of exciton (right).

Fig. 2. The distribution of resonances depicted on the
exciton energy–excitation energy plane.

left histogram represent the number of analyzed exci-
tons for given energy. The bars of the right histogram
show the probability of observing a resonance as a func-
tion of the excitation energy. This probability was esti-
mated as a ratio between number of observed resonances
in given energy range and the number of measurements
performed for this range. These two distributions of ex-
citon energy and excitation energy resemble the Gaus-
sian function centered at the energies equal to 1920 and
2100 meV, respectively. A luminescence of the QD en-
semble has been placed over the histograms for reference.
We observe good correspondence between the maxima of
the resonances distribution and the luminescence. It is
important to note that while the right histogram repre-
sents the true probability of the observation of resonance,
the left histogram is determined by our selection of emit-
ting QDs from the tail of PL emission band. It is pre-
sented here for reference. Our main interest, however,
is related to the distribution of probability of resonance
occurrences as a function of excitation energy with re-
spect to the exciton energy. The probability has been
computed in the same manner as in the case of absolute
energies.

The result in the form of a histogram is presented in
Fig. 4. The obtained distribution is nearly uniform, al-
though small maxima can be recognized. They might
be associated to increased mean density of states in the

Fig. 3. The histogram of the exciton distribution for
observed resonances (left histogram) and of the distri-
bution of probabilities of resonance occurrences (right
histogram). The solid line represents the QD ensemble
photoluminescence.

Fig. 4. The distribution of the probability of resonant
luminescence as a function of resonance energy with re-
spect to exciton energy.

region of energies for consecutive shells in the QD [8].
However, the amplitude of the questioned variations is
small with respect to the statistical uncertainty even de-
spite the large number of analyzed events. It is clear that
the distribution does not follow any systematic increase
similar to increase of the mean density of states (∝ E)
expected for 2D harmonic potential often assumed for self
assembled QDs [9]. The uniform distribution can origi-
nate from very strong coupling between QDs. Then the
mean density of states in the emitting dot does not limit
the probability of occurrence of the efficient transfer. The
transfer time is much shorter than the radiative time of
the exciton [3] and the exact transfer rate does not af-
fect the PL intensity. Moreover, in actual systems the
discrete density of states in the QD becomes broadened
due to short lifetime of the highly excited states. The
energy position of higher excited shells also varies from
dot to dot [10]. Taking all these things into account one
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may obtain the uniform distribution of resonance proba-
bilities as a function of the energy of the resonance with
respect to exciton energy.

4. Conclusions

We performed a statistical analysis of occurrence of
coupled QDs pairs in a self-assembled CdTe/ZnTe QDs
system. Results show that the occurrence of the effi-
cient inter-dot transfer does not depend on the relative
energies of the involved states (i.e. energy of the absorb-
ing and emitting state). The shallow features observed
in the resonance distribution might be associated with
increased mean density of states at the energies corre-
sponding to electronic shells in the QD.
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